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Dan Milz from UMN
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Strategy Development
Wrap Up
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Why should we 
assess climate 
vulnerability?
Climate change is a ‘slow drip’ 
problem which requires long-
range planning

Climate hazards are typically 
chronic stresses rather than 
disasters 

What gets measured, gets 
managed

We are as ready as our most 
vulnerable asset – be it people, 
environment, or infrastructure $300 billion in the 

past few weeks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to stop thinking about planning for climate change in terms of 50in’ rain events in Houston or $80million worth of damage in Duluth. We need to think about climate vulnerability in terms of long-term impacts from chronic stresses on our communities. We will never be prepared for a 50in’ rain event, but we can plan better for dealing with localized, intense rain events or how to ensure that people have places to cool off during heatwaves. The collective cost of climate change disasters is $200billion dollars per year. However, it costs 50% more to rebuild after a disaster than to plan for these chronic stresses now, embedding this in all planning. There will come a day, not far from now, when climate change planning will be part of official controls, part of a City’s Capital Improvement Plan.We are as ready as our most vulnerable. We are also as strong as our communities are strong and cohesive. When it comes to climate hazards, we need to plan for our most vulnerable, whether its an underserved portion of our community or a section of the city’s tree canopy is vulnerable because of single species planting. We need to identify these assets and communities, engage and quantify them, and create policies and implementation to prioritize city funds to increase resilience in key areas. the number of US disasters that have cost over $1 billion each. We have had 15 such disasters in 2017 alone, all linked to weather and climate. 2011 had 16, so we may well meet this record or exceed it. The 2012 storm in Duluth cost around $80million, which is the City’s full budget for a year. Mega rain events have been increasing in MN, 6” rain events over 1000 square miles, peaking at 8”. We have had 8 mega storm events since 



IMAGE SOURCE: University of Oregon, 2012

You won’t ever 
have the right 

tools

Be Bold

Tools matter, 
but stories 

matter more

Be like Jim

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our problem is that we often focus on graphs and dire prognosis, when telling stories will raise awareness of the immediacy and relevancy of climate change in our communities. I’ve told this story about Jim Thorpe to prove a point that it resonates. You will remember this. This is Jim Thorpe, the first Native American to compete in the Olympics. In the Stockholm Olympics of 1912, he was competing in the decathlon and the pentathalon. Someone stole his shoes, so he put on two different sized shoes that he found in the trash, and he had to wear extra socks on one foot to even them out. Despite having shoes that didn’t fit, he went on to win several gold medals and is considered to be one of the greatest athletes of all time. Member of the Sak (Sauk) and Fox tribes. First Native American to win a gold medal for his nation. Thorpe’s historic achievements in the 1912 Stockholm Olympics, winning both the pentathlon and the decathlon. Thorpe, widely considered one of the greatest athletes of all time, is still the only athlete ever to achieve this feat. And while he was temporarily stripped of his Olympic medals, Thorpe’s contributions to the world of sports cannot be diminished. Overall, Thorpe won eight of the 15 individual events comprising the pentathlon and decathlon.[31] He held the decatholon record for more than 2 decades.  



Reduce impacts/ Maintain 
current conditions

Forward-looking/ 
Promote change

Mitigation Adaptation

Resilience

Sustainability
Maintain & Enhance Quality of Life 

Vulnerabilities
Social –Environmental – Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The intergovernmental panel on climate change provides some great consensus definitions of these concepts, but we know that Sustainability is about maintaining livability and enhancing quality of life for future generations (long-range planning). Adaptation and mitigation are strategies for dealing with climate change impacts. Adaptation focuses on planning for impacts that are already occurring and will likely occur in the future. Mitigation focuses on lowering future climate hazards through reducing human activities that cause climate change. Vulnerability is a term that is more difficult to define. Vulnerability is based on a multitude of factors, including the magnitude of the climate impact, the sensitivity and exposure of the social group or asset, and the ability of that group or piece of infrastructure to absorb the impact and thrive in spite of it.  Impacts related to climate change often affect vulnerable people or assets disproportionately, so the goal is to strengthen these indicators so that they can weather climate impacts. These indicators can be strengthened through mitigation; in other words, reducing the likelihood and severity of future impacts (GHG reductions) through actions today, and adaptation, which allows us to anticipate future impacts and building redundancy into our social, natural, built, and economic structures. Focusing on both of these measures, mitigation and adaptation, makes for a more resilient community, or a community that is more able to bounce-back after an impact. Again, a diversity of approach is vital to success. Climate adaptation is developing and implementing strategies, initiatives and measures to help human and natural systems cope with climate change impacts. MPCAClimate change mitigation emphasizes reducing greenhouse gas emissions with the goal of limiting the magnitude or progression of climate change. While it is important to continue to mitigate climate change by reducing emissions to avoid calamitous change, we also need to adapt to changes that are already occurring. MPCAResilience - Resilience is the ability of a system or community to survive disruption and to anticipate, adapt, and flourish in the face of change. The bounce-back affect. Resiliency is having the capacity to respond, adapt, and thrive under changing conditions. Consideration of vulnerabilities - and responses to those vulnerabilities - will strengthen your community’s ability to prepare for and respond to climate impacts. Resiliency includes planning for more severe weather and prolonged heatwaves, for improved health of your residents, and planning for economic strength and diversity. As you may recognize from these examples, many elements that your community already includes in its plan and in actions it has already undertaken, address some resiliency issues.Resilient communities understand that impacts of climate change are occurring now. Resilient communities prepare for, adapt to, and thrive in the face of abrupt and unforeseen weather, social, and economic changes, while increasing the use of clean energy sources and enhancing local grid infrastructure to limit risk and accelerate recovery from disaster, now and into the future. Many sustainability best practices are also resilience best practices, providing co-benefits to reduce risk, enhance public amenities, decrease GHG emissions, strengthen air and water quality, and more.



“Resilience is all 
about being able 
to overcome the 
unexpected. 
Sustainability is 
about survival. 
The goal of 
resilience is to 
thrive.”

- Jamais Cascio

IMAGE SOURCE: STAR TRIBUNE, DAVID BREWSTER, 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hear a lot about resilience these days. What exactly does it mean? Many refer to it as the bounce-back effect after a large climate-related impact. However, we need to ask ourselves is it more than simply rebuilding a neighborhood, like this neighborhood in North Mpls after the tornado in 2012? Does it also include less tangible qualities like social cohesion? I think this quote relating to the human need to thrive, which is also incidentally the name of the Met Council’s regional policy document, really gets more to the heart of what resilience should aim for. We need to focus on more than rebuilding. We need to focus on thriving in spite of these challenges. Futurist and San Francisco Bay Area author, Jamais Cascio said it well when he stated…[READ QUOTE]…When we frame our work through resilience and look at the built environment, considering the context of community, it prompts us to ask a different set of questions about our measures of success. For example, this image from the tornado in North Minneapolis (2012) clearly shows us the physical devastation wrought by this hazard. The neighborhood has been completely rebuilt, but can we then say that is resilient? What does being truly resilient to climate impacts mean? Should our focus center on more than just our physical infrastructures ability to bounce back? How is resilience manifest at varying scales and through different viewpoints? What does it mean to not merely survive but to thrive in the event of a climate-related impact? What core ingredients do we need to include to shape resilience for our communities today and in the future? These are all important questions to ask.



Extreme Heat & Localized Flooding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course data is important, but it isn’t everything, as we will learn today. I would be remiss if I didn’t mention that the Met Council is conducting a regional Climate Vulnerability Assessment, considering climate hazards of extreme heat and localized flooding. These data are available now for community use. 

http://metrocouncil.maps.arcgis.com/apps/OnePane/basicviewer/index.html?appid=9c9be6d53973456b82864a823326a14a


What are the challenges?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This poster from a recent APA MN conference comes from a session that we co-hosted with Freshwater Society. I want you to think about these challenges as you go through the morning. You can see here that the challenges are fairly widespread, diverse, and often interrelated. 



MOVING COLLABORATIVE 
PLANNING FORWARD

Dan Milz, PhD
Visiting Assistant Professor 
Environmental Planning & Civic Engagement

October 26, 2017
Mississippi Watershed Management Organization Office



Environmental Justice
• Equity
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Environmental Justice
• Equity
• Recognition









Environmental Justice
• Equity
• Recognition
• Inclusion & Due Process
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Collaborative Planning
• Novelty 
• Saturation
• Democratic pessimism
• Elusive outcomes
• Cost
• Time
• Habit





The Next Step
• Shift in focus







The Next Step
• Shift in focus
• Include and empower









Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about the setup, point to simulation in the background, which is similar to the movies they saw in the beginning.Paper map with GI tokens for people to place, and then we have a camera that takes picture and downloads it on the simulation, so people can run in two minutes and discuss outcomes. Point to the iPads and go to next slide.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain how iPads work, how they show different metrics of interest and how people are forced to rank them for a better acknowledgement of tradeoffs they’re willing to engage in, and how they compare across different participants, and the score that we’re still working on. Show how puddle viewer also shows process, and people can choose different thresholds.



The Next Step
• Shift in focus
• Include and empower
• Unearth interests



So, thinking about incentives, the more we do 
wanna if you do wanna incentivize sort of 
homeowner-level action as we heard there's 
probably limits depending on how much 
nitrogen you need to take out but we probably 
want a package of solutions, right?

So as we heard if it's forty thousand dollars to 
retrofit your house to put in your composting 
toilet, right and that's I don't know how many 
toilets, bathrooms that is, right?

Other themes other sort of priorities you think 
we should really take into account as you're 
evaluating this set of options here in this 
watershed.

Tricia:
…the option of taking my town's effluent and sending it or 
my town's sewage and sending it to your town…is the 
some of the economics of regional solutions and cross-town 
transport.

Brady: 
Where are you gonna dump the effluent?

Tricia
…are you going to build a treatment plant for yourself or are 
you gonna take advantage of a treatment plant somewhere 
else?

Brady:
What are you gonna do with the effluent ((points at speaker 
and re-crosses arms))?

Tricia:
Actually I'm sending it to the other town...

Brady:
…I know…

Grace (Facil):
…sort of thinking about the inter-municipal opportunities 
and tradeoffs.

Tricia:
Yah and actually in truth the inter-municipal opportunities 
exist for a number of the technologies…

Brady:
{We're not gonna} be willing to sacrifice our watershed.

Again can we please, please I'm asking people to try and 
let's not be divisive.

Let's not just say things that we know are divisive to 
be divisive.

We really wanna take this, the point of this opportunity 
to be together is to be constructive.

If we wanna fight and argue there are lots of forums, 
right



Derrik:
If we add fifty-seven I/A technologies in the 
town of Brewster, can we plug those in and 
take them out of our load?

Rita:
Curt can you plug in a little bit for fertigation
wells and then maybe plug in some fifty-seven 
I/As and see what happens?

Ella:
In terms of what was already.

If you had fifty-seven there when the baseline 
was done...

Trent:
…right then you've already taken that into 
account.

So you shouldn't get credit for it...

Derrik:
…were they counted or weren't they counted. And if they weren't 
where is some of that data dated because twenty-seven of the fifty-
four came on afterwards…was that taken in because that produces 
nitrogen reduction of less than you know like three.

Trent:
It would all depend on when it was done relative to when the MEP 
collected their data.

If you had twenty-seven existing I/As at that point, that would 
already be reflected…in your monitoring data.

But if you added twenty-seven more after…those you should get 
credit for.



Derrik:
So our consultant could go back and find 
out how many systems were considered 
at that point...

Trent:
…yup...

Rita:
…were assumed, yup.

Trent:
…yup.

Ella:
So for now do you wanna assume that 
there are some new...

Derrik:
…yah let's play with that...

Arlene:
I like it...

Derrik:
…problem solved...

Arelene:
…problem solved…



Persistent Challenges
• Blind spots



Saša Rajkov

© Saša Rajkov

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Rice_wiki&action=edit&redlink=1


Persistent Challenges
• Blind spots
• Empathy Gaps



© Rich Bunnell



Persistent Challenges
• Blind spots
• Empathy Gaps
• Risk and Liability
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Discussion Questions
• Is there a future for collaborative planning and decision-making?

• How can it address the third component of environmental justice?

• What role do planners play in shaping collaborative processes? 

• Do we have too much power?

• How do we make the transition to the next phase of collaborative planning?



Dan Milz
Visiting Assistant Professor
Environmental Planning & Civic Engagement
Humphrey School of Public Affairs
University of Minnesota

e:dmilz@umn.edu
t: @dcmilz



Climate Counseling 
• Cities pair with Cities or Counties

• St Thomas Students to record (12.5min x 2)
 Redacted
 Shared resource
 Feel free to move around

• Report out (10min)
 Sets agenda for later Strategy Development



Climate Counseling 

What is the biggest challenge for you 
in doing climate vulnerability work? 

How would your partner address that 
problem? 



Break
5 min



Climate Resilience Planning 
at Multiple Scales
Leslie Yetka and Jen Kader - Freshwater Society



Resilience Building as Risk 
Management
• Building resilience is about 

managing risk
• Can’t control:

• Hazards
• Exposure

• Can address: 
• Vulnerabilities
• Strengths



Resilience Workshops – Jan/Feb 2017

Community 
Participants

Bloomington
Edina
Hopkins
Riley Purgatory 

Bluff Creek 
Watershed District 

Participatory 
Planning

1. Identify 
Climate 
Hazards

2. Determine 
Vulnerabilities 
and Strengths

3. Prioritize 
Community 
Actions



Create a 
Community 
Climate Hazard 
Profile
Four top hazards identified 
by each community

Intense Rain Extreme 
Heat

Severe 
Storms/Wind

Warming 
Lows



Infrastructure Natural 
Resources

Societal

Planning Across Community Sectors



Participatory Mapping



Remember

Build the buy-in, legitimacy, and relationships necessary to 
bring the actions to life.

Participatory 
Planning

1. Identify 
Climate 
Hazards

2. Determine 
Vulnerabilities 
and Strengths

3. Prioritize 
Community 
Actions



Community-Specific Strategies to Address Systems at Risk

• Create energy 
plan

• Address 
flooding in 
prone areas

• Increase 
durability of 
roadways

Infrastructure

• Educate citizens 
about aquifers

• Inventory areas for 
potential wildfire risk

• Fund urban forest 
management plan

Natural 
Resources

• Leverage volunteer services 
in time of need

• Ensure medical facilities are 
staffed and accessible

• Establish transportation for 
disabled people

Societal



Dig Deeper - Natural Resources:

Educate 
public on 
climate 
change 
impacts on 
local 
environment

Education • Review regulations, 
codes, and policies to 
encourage protection 
and conservation

• Demonstrate and 
incentivize land 
management practices 
that protect water and 
wildlife habitat

Policies

• Maintain, diversify and increase 
urban forest canopy

• Invest in green space
• Monitor degrading natural 

systems such as wetlands
• Reduce erosion risks for 

infrastructure and developed 
areas

Projects



Benefits and Lessons Learned

• Builds relationships
• Creates shared knowledge base
• Supports decisions made
• Existing data good enough
• Provide context – sense of urgency



Project Partners

• Riley-Purgatory-Bluff Creek Watershed District
• Nine Mile Creek Watershed District
• Freshwater Society
• Barr Engineering
• Metropolitan Council
• Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
• Humphrey School of Public Affairs
• The Nature Conservancy



Leslie Yetka – lyetka@freshwater.org
Jen Kader – jkader@freshwater.org



Golden Valley Resilience and Sustainability Plan

Metropolitan Council 
PlanIt Workshop
October 26, 2017
Abby Finis
Senior Energy Planner, Great Plains Institute



Transforming the way we produce, distribute, and consume energy 
to be both economically and environmentally sustainable. 

Great Plains Institute



Vulnerability Assessment Summary
Climate Hazards
The 2013 Report of the Interagency Climate Adaptation Team suggests Minnesota can expect prolonged heatwaves and cold spells;
diminished air quality; more extreme weather (droughts, heavy precipitation); and increased ecological changes (invasive species, vector-borne 
disease).  

The Minnesota Department of Health completed a statewide
vulnerability assessment, where it determined the risk of 
climate events, by county. Hennepin County climate risks include: 

Built Infrastructure

• Trees
• Native Landscaping
• Rain Gardens

Vulnerable Populations

• Age
• Income
• Race
• Health

• Language

Economic Vulnerabilities

• Personal 
• Community-wide

Natural Infrastructure

• Sewers
• Streets
• Stormwater 

• Water
• Bridges

HIGH: Extreme Rain Events, Diminished Air Quality

MODERATE: Extreme Heat, Invasive Species 

LOW: Drought, Vector-borne Disease

Vulnerability Summary 
For this vulnerability assessment the following areas were analyzed: 

Climate Mitigation
Opportunities exist to reduce the city’s contribution to climate change. This assessment includes a summary of energy consumption within the 
City and identifies clean energy and energy efficiency resources. 



Natural Infrastructure: Trees & Native Plants
Climate Hazards
Invasive Species: High
Extreme Wind Events & Tornadoes: Moderate
Drought: Low
Heavy Rainfall: Moderate

Vulnerability Summary 
Trees offer many important benefits to communities: they 
improve air quality, remove carbon from the atmosphere, 
provide shade, support stormwater management, 
enhance aesthetics, increase property value, and are 
home to wildlife. Native plants can also improve surface 
water quality, provide critical habitat to pollinators, 
improve aesthetics, and reduce maintenance costs. 

Strengths: The City has a healthy tree canopy coverage 
with a generally diverse mix of tree species; the city 
follows the 10-20-30 rule for replacement. The City 
continues to replace turf with native plantings. 

Weaknesses: The City has a relatively high count of Ash 
trees that are susceptible to Emerald Ash Borer. The 
City's commercial areas have a relatively low tree canopy 
coverage. The City has a less than healthy planting to 
removal ratio. The area of native planting remains a 
relative low amount compared to manicured turf. 

Vulnerability: The greatest concern for tree health in 
Golden Valley is the spread of Emerald Ash Borer, and 
recovering from strong wind events that have taken down 
a number of the City’s trees in recent years. 

40.5
%

0.0%

100.0%

Golden Valley

Tree Canopy 
Coverage

Healthy Canopy Coverage 
(30%)

21.0%

0.0%

100.0%

Green Ash

Highest Single Tree 
Species

Healthy Maximum (10%)

295

21.7

Acres of Native Planting and 
Acres Shrubs/Turf (Public) 

Acres Shrubs/Turf (Public)

Planting to Removal Ratio



Built Infrastructure: Sewers, Water, Roads, Bridges
Climate Hazards
Heavy Rainfall: High
Freeze/Thaw: High

Vulnerability Summary 
Increased precipitation and freeze thaw cycles have the 
potential to stress and shock built infrastructure systems 
like pipes (stormwater, sewers, water), roads, and 
bridges. This may result in increased maintenance costs, 
structural damage to public infrastructure, damage to 
private properties, and inconveniences to residents. 

Strengths: The City has a Capital Improvement Program 
that recognizes aging infrastructure and addresses 
flooding impacts. Nearly all roads (99%) will be 
reconstructed by 2022, with some rehabilitation and 
replacement of pipes implemented along the way. 

Weaknesses: The City has a significant amount of aging 
infrastructure, which has seen an increase in the amount 
and costs of maintenance (pipe breaks, deterioration, 
sink holes) over the past 20 years. Much of the system 
needs to be replaced. 

Vulnerability: The major vulnerability is the age and 
condition of the pie infrastructure within the City.

99% of roads will have 
been reconstructed to city 

standards by 2022. 

Infrastructure 
maintenance will coincide 

with reconstruction of 
roads.



Vulnerable Populations: Extreme Heat & Air Quality
Climate Hazards
Extreme Heat: High
Diminished Air Quality: Moderate

Vulnerability Summary 
Minnesota and especially Hennepin County will likely see 
an increase in the number of days that require a heat 
advisory. Increased extreme weather may cause power 
disruptions during times when air conditioning is needed. 
As wildfires and pollen blooms increase, more air quality 
alerts will be issued. 

Strengths: The Community Center and City Hall are 
critical public facilities with air conditioning. The City has 
a healthy tree canopy in residential areas to help reduce 
the impact of urban heat island effect. 

Weaknesses: The City faces potentially significant tree 
loss (see natural infrastructure). The City’s commercial 
area has low tree canopy coverage and high impervious 
surface, particularly asphalt surface parking areas. 

Vulnerability: Residents who are most vulnerable to heat 
and air quality hazards are senior residents, children 
under 5, low-income residents who live in areas near 
major roadways, and those with existing respiratory 
illnesses like asthma or allergies. 

Those who appear to be at greatest risk are the elderly 
and residents with respiratory illness, particularly those 
who live alone during times of power disruption.  

https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection7?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection7?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection7?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection7?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection7?pbi_source=PowerPoint


Vulnerable Populations: Vector-Borne Disease
Climate Hazards
Vector-borne diseases: Moderate

Vulnerability Summary 
Vector borne diseases that are found in Minnesota 
include West Nile, transmitted by mosquitoes, and Lyme 
Disease that is transmitted by deer ticks. Lyme Disease, 
in particular, has been rapidly expanding throughout the 
Midwest as deer ticks find it a more favorable climate. 
Hennepin County is currently at a low to moderate risk for 
Lyme disease. 

Strengths: The City currently has low incidence of 
residents who have contracted vector-borne diseases. 
The City falls within the jurisdiction of the metro mosquito 
control district which has a regular program for treating 
mosquito breeding habitat within Golden Valley. 

Weaknesses: The city has many heavily wooded and 
natural areas that make a good habitat for ticks and 
mosquitoes. 

Vulnerability: Most at risk are children under 5 who play 
outside and will need to be thoroughly checked by an 
adult for any sign of ticks or Lyme disease. Source: Minnesota Department of Health



Economic Vulnerability: Resident Level

Vulnerability Summary 
Extreme weather events may have a disproportionate 
impact on people who are economically vulnerable. Many 
climate hazards can have a direct or indirect impact on 
the financial stability of low-income residents. Economic 
disruptions are also likely to have greater consequences 
for low-income residents relative to middle class or 
wealthy residents.  

Strengths: Golden Valley has a relatively low percentage 
of low-income residents. 

Weaknesses: 8.2% of the population live below the 
poverty line, and 20.6% are eligible to receive heating 
assistance. By choice or personal reasons, 5.6% of 
Golden Valley residents do not have access to a vehicle. 

Vulnerability: Heatwaves and prolonged cooling spells 
can have significant financial impacts on households with 
a high energy burden. Residents without access to a 
vehicle may have difficulty making it to work, or 
evacuating in times of extreme weather events. 

Climate Hazards
Additional economic impacts that could burden residents 
are high heating and cooling costs due to prolonged 
heatwaves and cold spells. Travel may also be impacted 
by extreme weather. 

https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection3?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection3?pbi_source=PowerPoint


Climate Mitigation: Electricity Consumption
Electricity Consumption
A major contributor to climate change is greenhouse gas 
emissions from the generation of electricity. While the 
electric grid in Minnesota continues to get cleaner, it 
remains important for local governments to understand 
energy consumption in their communities.

Golden Valley residents get their electricity from Xcel 
Energy. Residents make up the largest customer sector 
with more than 8,000 customers. However, 62% of the 
energy is consumed by 146 Industrial customers. 

Xcel Energy offers a number of programs to customers to 
increase efficiency and clean energy actions. Very few 
Golden Valley residents and businesses are taking 
advantage of these programs. Under 400 residents 
participate in Windsource, and only 2 businesses do. 
More businesses take advantage of energy efficiency 
rebates than residential customers. 

Overall the current participation in clean energy and 
energy efficiency programs is having little impact on the 
energy consumption within the city. 

Xcel Energy offers a production incentive for solar 
installations, Solar*Rewards, 12 residents and 2 
businesses have taken advantage of this program. 

In 2015, the City installed two solar PV systems: Public 
Safety Building (40kW), Park Maintenance Building 
(40kW). 

https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection4?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/reports/8d2434b8-62c0-450d-97fc-feea26a47e9e/ReportSection4?pbi_source=PowerPoint


Climate Mitigation: Clean Energy Opportunities
Mitigation Opportunities
The solar resource in Golden Valley has been mapped to 
identify how much solar energy is possible in the city and 
where there might be good locations for solar installations. 
This tool can be used to help residents and businesses 
determine whether their solar resource is adequate to pursue 
and installation. 

The following summarizes the rooftop solar opportunity within 
the city of Golden Valley: 

Total rooftop solar resource capacity: 164 MW

Rooftop resource capacity of top 10 buildings: 23 MW

There is a significant solar resource in the City of Golden 
Valley. The solar resource of the top 10 buildings could offset 
approximately 9% of the electricity consumed in the City, 
nearly achieving the State’s goal of 10% solar electricity by 
2030. 

The total rooftop solar resource available in Golden Valley 
could generate 64% of the electricity consumed in the City. 

Beyond Solar: 

• Windsource

• Energy Efficiency Rebates

• Community Solar Subscriptions

There are several opportunities available to help residents and 
businesses improve energy efficiency and increase clean 
energy generation that will help reduce overall greenhouse 
gas emissions. 



Goals, Objectives, Policies, Strategies

Goal 1: Promote and Develop Clean, Renewable Energy

Goal 2: Improve Energy Efficiency in Buildings, Lighting, and 
Infrastructure

Goal 3: Promote Waste Reduction, Recycling, and Composting

Goal 4: Protect and Enhance the Natural Environment

Goal 5: Plan for Resilient and Sustainable Infrastructure

Goal 6: Increase Community Resilience and Preparedness 



Example: Clean Energy (Solar) 



Gross Solar Potential Map



Solar Resource Calculation



Example: Clean Energy (Solar) 
Goal 1: Promote and Develop Clean, 
Renewable Energy
Remove barriers and increase renewable energy use to strengthen 
and diversify the energy grid and mitigate climate-related impacts

Objectives
• Increase City-wide renewable energy use, purchase, and 

generation
o Communicate opportunities and information about clean, 

renewable energy to the public
o Use solar mapping tools to identify potential solar 

resources and share mapping tools with residents and 
businesses

o Support programs that enable community members to 
participate in community renewable energy projects

o Create City-wide clean energy and emissions goals

Implementation Strategies: 
• Participate in existing energy or climate technical assistance 

program. Energy or action planning programs available to assist 
cities in 2017 include: 

o Partners in Energy (PiE) is an energy action and technical 
assistance program offered by Xcel Energy. Applications 
open every six months (GreenStep Cities Best Practice 
25.2).

o The Local Government Planning for Energy Project 
(LoGoPEP) provides communities with planning tools and 
actual results to measure progress toward their goals. 



Questions?
Abby Finis| afinis@gpisd.net
Great Plains Institute



Toolshop for Strategy 
Development 
Facilitated by Freshwater Society

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toolshop for Strategy Development (use agenda topics from Climate Counseling) – 25min (FW to facilitate the session, 1 table facilitator per table, 1 participant table notetaker per table), Tables of 5-6 people (40 – 48 people)Possible tables based on Climate Counseling Communication/Buy-in (Kelly & UST to record @ any Communication tables)Resource Capacity (Freshwater & UST) Data (Jean or Brenda from MDH & UST)Policy & Implementation (Eric & UST)Report out from Toolshop – 10minRemaining Commitment Statement & Takeaways – 5min



Commitment Statement & 
Takeaways



Community Resilience 
Planning is Regional & Local

Convene

Plan Together

Embed Practice 

Multidisciplinary 
Approach  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convening ability and collaboration essential to community resilience workCommunities should proactively plan with neighbors to achieve mutually beneficial and regional outcomesThe planning profession needs to embrace and embed resilience planning into its functionsMN Watershed Districts and Management Orgs can partner with communities to perform this work offer communities 



http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook.aspx

http://www.metrocouncil.org/Handbook/PlanIt.aspx

https://metrocouncil.org/Handbook/Plan-
Elements/Resilience.aspx 

http://lphonline.metc.state.mn.us/commportal

Resilience 
Plan Element

Community 
Pages

Resources

http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook.aspx
http://www.metrocouncil.org/Handbook/PlanIt.aspx


Tour
MWMO - 30min 

Eric Wojchik
Local Planning Assistance

651-602-1330
eric.wojchik@metc.state.mn.us

THANKS!

mailto:eric.wojchik@metc.state.mn.us
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